INDIVIDUALLY HAND-TIED SPRINGS: Hastens unique spring system
allows each spring to move individually to assure that you have the right
support throughout your body. Since our body shapes and constructions are unique and our weight is unevenly distributed, individual springs
that move independent from each other is the only way to reach full
support and relaxation. The correct spring tension is based on our shape
and weight and should allow you to feel weightless, or as many of our
clients describe the feeling, as “sleeping in a cloud.”
The feeling results from centuries of engineering and utilizes our weight
to activate the springs. Once one of our sleep consultants, who all have
been educated in Sweden, have determined the correct spring tension, you will find that your body is pushing down the spring and the right
tension responds by lifting you up to the stage where you feel nothing.
This is the stage where your body will be completely relaxed and you will
find the deepest and most qualitative sleep. The bed will conform to your
body and assure that your spine is straight all through the night. Horsehair’s hollow construction acts as nature’s own air-conditioning system by
allowing air to constantly circulate within your bed. This will prevent you
from getting hot while sleeping. The hollow composition helps to whisk
away moisture, which inhibits dust mites, mold and bacterial growth. This

allows your bed to last for up to 50 years. We currently have thousands
of beds in Sweden that have been inspected and perform beyond the
50-year mark.
HERITAGE: Hastens is one of Sweden’s oldest manufacturing companies. The initial company made saddles for horses and was founded in
the eighteen century. Hastens as we know it today was founded in 1858
and remains family owned and operated. All our beds are handmade
in Köping, Sweden and many of the people that work in the Hastens
factory are following in the footsteps of their ancestors, who also made
what we believe to be the most comfortable beds in the world.
CUSTOMER SERVICE: Being the top contender comes with responsibility and expectations. That’s why our two Los Angeles branches (Beverly
Hills and Santa Monica) have a service team that, free of charge, comes
out to your home to flip and massage your bed for the lifetime of your
mattress. Most of our clients utilize this service one to two times a year.
We pride ourselves in providing the best customer service in the world
and we are proud that our Beverly Hills location is the best performing
Hastens store in the world.

www.hastens.com

Handcrafted mattresses made by all natural materials in Sweden since 1852.

INDIVIDUALLY HAND-TIED SPRINGS:
• Account for and utilize the fact that our body’s weight is unevenly distributed.
• Provide full support all throughout our body.
• The correct tension will take you to a stage where you feel weightless and reach complete
relaxation.
HORSEHAIR:
• Prevents you from getting hot while sleeping.
• Eliminates dust mites, mold and bacterial growth.
• Allows your bed to last for up to 50 years.

Hastens on Beverly
8827 Beverly Blvd, Los Angeles, CA 90048
Phone: (310) 858 1204
Email: clientservices@hastensonbeverly.com

HERITAGE:
• Handmade in Sweden in the town of Köping.
• Family owned and operated.
• Founded in the 18th century.
CUSTOMER SERVICE:
• 25 years of free flipping and massage of your bed by our service team, most of our clients
utilize this service one to two times per year.
• Special team to assist with the placement of our mattresses into your existing or new bed
frame.
• Zero interest financing for up to 5 years.

Hastens on Montana
1302 Montana Ave, Santa Monica, CA 90403
Phone: (310) 260-0020
Email: clientservices@hastensonmontana.com

